Celebrity Couple The Weeknd &
Bella
Hadid
Are
‘Still
Totally in Love’
By Rachel Sparks
Is a reunion of this celebrity couple on the horizon? We hope
so! A source told UsMagazine.com that celebrity exes The
Weeknd and Bella Hadid “have been talking, texting, and
FaceTiming each other pretty consistently” since he and Selena
Gomez broke up. The source continued to say that The Weeknd
and Bella Hadid are still in love with each other.

This recently reunited celebrity
couple are finding love once again.
What are some benefits to rekindled
love?
Cupid’s Advice:
At some point we all have wanted to get back together with an
ex. It’s normal. They know you and what you like and they’re
familiar and safe. While getting back together with an ex
doesn’t work for everyone, there are times that it can be the
exact romance that you want in life. It all depends on your
past with your ex. Was the breakup irreconcilable? You alone
know what’s best. Cupid has the relationship advice to help
you decide:
1. You know each other: The best relationships are the ones
where your partner knows you inside and out. They know your

buttons and your insecurities, but they love you anyway. They
know what makes you happy, how your brain works, you dreams,
and how to support you. If your ex was great at all of these
things, going back to that relationship can actually be a good
thing.
Related Link: Celebrity News: The Weeknd Hangs Out with Justin
Bieber’s Ex Post-Selena Gomez Split
2. You’re friends: Romantic relationships work best when
there’s a solid foundation as friends. Sure, friends becoming
romantic partners doesn’t always work out, but romantic
partners need to be friends through it all. If your friendship
never ended with your ex, consider going back. No matter what
dating advice says about dating an ex again, you will know if
you’re ready for that kind of thing and if it will be good for
you both.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Surprise! The Weeknd & Bella
Hadid Are Hanging Out Again
3. A chance at redemption: We’ve all messed up at
relationships. We’ve all been too young, too immature, too
inexperienced and regretted the outcome. When you go back to
an ex, you’re still the same people, but a little older and
wiser. Sometimes that’s all you need to make something a
success. When you go back to an ex, make sure it’s for the
right reasons and that you’re fully committed to making it
work. Who knows, the person who was once an ex could become
the love of your life and your future spouse. Treat them as if
they could be.
Have you gone back to an ex? Share you dating advice below!

